
The connection between music and
mathematics is so strong that

musical experiences and learning
enhance mathematical

performance. 
 (Luiz, 2007) 

REAL CONNECTION BETWEEN MATH AND MUSIC 
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REAL CONNECTION BETWEEN MATH AND MUSIC 

Music can be used to increase
mathematical knowledge, academic

performance and intelligence in
general. 

 (Kelstrom, 1998) 
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Concentration and creativity 

Making music is a creative process

that gives joy in the making,

combine making music with solving

mathematical problems and this

creativity and joy will rub off on

the process of learning math. 

 (Hamilton, 2018) 
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Concentration and creativity 

Art can awaken attention in those

that experience it. Music, rhythm

and creative movement can help

students with their concentration

on curricular subjects. 

 (Moerman, 2018) 
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Dance can giva a visual
representation of more abstract

subjects in math that are difficult
to explain in plain words.

(Rosenfeld, 2011)

PRESENT ABSTRACT IDEAS IN CONCRETE FORMS
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PRESENT ABSTRACT IDEAS IN CONCRETE FORMS

https://doi.org/10.1177/1048371315572878

The integration of the arts into
teaching gives students more

opportunities to make connections
that lead to deeper understanding.  

 (Munroe, 2015) 
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Visual Representation

When using the space of the class

room and the numbers we have

around us we can give the

children a new level of the

understanding of mathematical

concepts 

 (Moerman, 2016) 
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Visual Representation

Music gives a range of ways to

understand mathematics as

pattern building, comparing and

ordering, describing what one

hears and sees and solve

problems, make music! 

 (Johnson & Edelson, 2003) 
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The use of body percussion and eurythmic games
helps to improve the integration level of all

students in the whole class.  
 (Lundberg, 2014) 

TEAM BUILDING/CLASS MANAGEMENT/INSPIRATION
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Some teachers tend to focus on the ability to understand
mathematical concepts and neglect negative

mathematics dispositions. Incorporating art into the
mathematics classroom are shown to improve

mathematical disposition and also performance in math. 
 (An et al., 2014) 

 

TEAM BUILDING/CLASS MANAGEMENT/INSPIRATION
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Students learn to communicate about dance
through math and math through dance. 

 (Rosenfeld, 2011) 

Dance is speechless but can give an extra
dimension to the communication within a

classroom. In a multi-linguistic class this can help
ease the language-obstacles.  

(Moerman, 2016)

Overcome Language obstacles/Universal communication 
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OVERBRIDGE ANXIETY/ MATHPHOBIA

https://www.academia.edu/4787544/Jump_Patterns_Percussive_Dance_and_the_Path_to_Math

To work with dance and movements in
the math class room can sometimes
make the kids forget that they are

learning math, and hence their phobia
of math disappears. The same can be

true for kids with a personality that likes
math more than dancing and moving,
the math makes it easier for them to

join in on the dancing. 
 (Rosenfeld, 2011) 
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OVERBRIDGE ANXIETY/ MATHPHOBIA

https://www.theguardian.com/music/2011/jun/27/music-mathematics-fibonacci

Music, wrote the great 17th-century
German mathematician Gottfried Leibniz,

"is the sensation of counting without
being aware you were counting." 

 (du Sautoy, 2011) 
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It is shown that students remember

more thoroughly what they learn if

they gesture while they are learning. 

 (Cook et al., 2008)
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UqyG3-qf8p_2ky_yTvLMbBRD5SFSmPyuiPS4Pv

Memorisation
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MOTIVATING, ENGAGING AND REWARDING

'Music can activate the same
reward center in your brain as the
other things you enjoy. Rewarding
yourself with your favourite music
can improve the motivation you
need to learn new information'. 

 (Gold et al., 2019) 
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MOTIVATING, ENGAGING AND REWARDING

Music creation is the only one that
activates most parts of the brain as

opposed to any other activity. 
 (Scripp & Gilbert, 2016) 
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